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Are you ready to go Green?
MONTREAL’S LEADING BUYER
OF RARE COINS SINCE 1928

WE WILL GIVE YOU TOP DOLLAR FOR
ALL YOUR OLD COINS & PAPER MONEY
Canada, USA, World, Ancient and Medieval coins
Silver, Gold and Platinum wanted in coins, bars or jewellery

1117 Ste. Catherine W, Suite 700, Montreal

514-289-9761

carsleys.com
rsley
ys.c
com
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Special
liquidations
extended
until
July 20

Medi Athleti-K
NEW ADDRESS

Phone
orders
accepted

653 Curé-Labelle Blvd, Laval

Tel.: 450-934-9989

Near Samson Blvd.
Monday to Saturday from 10am to 5pm

ELECTRIC

SCOOTERS

1-844-384-4482

DELIVERY
INCLUDED

Maximum
range
20 km

Spitfire Spitfire
Scout 3 Scout DST4
Wheels 3x8"
Batteries
2 x 12AH
Maximum
range
$
15 km

Wheels 4x8"
Batteries
Maximum
2 x 20AH
range
20 km
$

ZooMe Flex folding scooter

999 1599

6" Wheels, 7" rear wheels
Lithium batteries 10AH

Surprise discount in store!

Ventura 18”

Wheels 4x10"
Batteries 2 x 33AH

Maximum
range
25 km

Maximum
range
40 km

Panther 20”

Also available
with 3 wheels

Wheels 4x14"
Batteries 2 x 50AH

Surprise
discount
in store!

Surprise
discount
in store!

GREAT SELECTION
OF PANTYHOSE

$

reg. $119,99

99 99

Stockings 15 to 20 mmHg

Surprise
discount
in store!
Foldable
Rollator

Starting at

$

Starting at

199

6" wheels at the rear
Wheels 2x10" at the front
2 stabilizing wheels
Battery 2 x 35AH

Rollator

Wheelchair
$

Maximum
range
24 km

Titan 16”

Front and rear
suspension

99

129 99

$

Starting at

199 99

3 pairs/$50
Knee-high

3 pairs/$40

$

10 OFF

with coupon

with $50+ purchase at regular prices

SUPPORO
COMPRESSION SOCKS

Metal
Commodes

“M” Bed safety rail

High or low
toilet seats

Without wheels

Bath seats

Selection of
walkers

with and without back

$

Starting at

44 99

Expires: July 20 2019

$

reg. $119,99

99 99

With wheels
(reg. $109,99)

$

Starting at

89

99

With wheels

reg. $349,99

$

299

$

reg. $69,99

49 99

99

Come see our products in store. Even greater selection!
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$

reg. $59,99

39 99

Green says government fails to tackle global warming
For many Canadians, recent dire
warnings about the threat of global
warming to the future of our planet
have pushed environmental issues
to the top of the political agenda.
In May, the by-election victory of
Green Party candidate Paul Manly
in B.C.’s Nanimo-Ladysmith riding,
previously held by the NDP, gave
it a second seat in Parliament and
underscored its higher profile in
Canadian politics. The Greens now
form the official Opposition in PEI
and sustain the NDP in B.C.
While environmental issues may
carry more weight in B.C. than in
Quebec, environmental deterioration and greater voter interest in the
Green message have persuaded one
local activist to take up the challenge.
“They don’t come greener than me,”
Westmount High teacher Robert
Green said with a smile, as we met
for coffee after announcing he would
run for the Green Party in NotreDame-de-Grâce Westmount in the
October 21 federal election.
A St. Thomas, Ont. native, Green
became active in student politics
when he was enrolled at Concordia,
where he served two terms as president of the students’ union. As a
teacher at Westmount High, he has
been outspoken on academic and
workplace issues and related political questions. Weather permitting,
he commutes to work on a bicycle
from the Mile End home he shares
with his partner Véronique Fortin,
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Irwin Block

They don’t come greener than Robert Green

who teaches Law at the Université de
Sherbrooke. A keen observer of the
political scene, Green readily admits
he faces a major obstacle in aiming
to defeat the popular former astronaut, now federal transport minister
Marc Garneau. (Green Party candidates in the riding garnered less than
five percent of the vote in the past
two elections won by Garneau.)
Green picked up his activist bent
at home in St. Thomas, Ont. – his
father and sister are Anglican ministers who believe in social Justice,
and his mother taught high school,
including refugees.
“The values that my parents

instilled in me is a big part of my
activism, as is my experience at
university here in Quebec.”
While teaching a course called the
Contemporary World, which deals
with the science of climate change,
he says he felt compelled to act and
run for the Green Party. “The science
is getting more and more terrifying,”
he says. In the classroom he helps
students understand that global
warming and environmental degradation have “enormous and terrifying consequences for them.” They
respond by asking why so little is
being done at the political level.
“My willingness to throw my hat
into the ring is partly a response to
that. I want to be a model for the
kind of civic activism that is essential for us to solve this climate crisis.
The action that has been taken has
been insufficient.
“We are still doling out billions
of dollars to fossil fuel companies
in subsidies, and there can be no
moving beyond the targets we have
laid out while we continue to dole
out these kinds of subsidies.”
The Green Party wants to scrap all
subsidies and supports to the oil, coal,
gas, and coalbed methane industries
and invest these funds in green technologies and industries. The party
also opposes all pipelines that ship
raw bitumen out of Canada such as
the Trans Mountain pipeline.
“The UN’s Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change has been
clear that we now have a window
of 11 years to bring in massive

reductions in greenhouse gases, or we
are looking at potentially a series of
disasters that could spell the collapse
of civilization.”
Green says 16-year-olds in his
class this year told him they would
be reluctant to have children because
“they don’t feel this world will be
safe for them.”
Unusual flooding in Quebec, wild
fires in B.C., and unprecedented
hurricanes in the Global South
(developing world) all result from
global warming. And the most extreme
consequences in terms of death,
destruction, and displacement are
happening in these countries.
Green recalls that while he served
twice as a volunteer in the West
African state of Senegal for the
human-rights group Alternatives, a
coastal village had to be moved to
the interior because its well water
became too salty.
“The consequences are not in the
theoretical future, they’re happening
right now. Those in power are not
acting with the urgency that the
science demands of us.”
Green makes no bones about the
challenge he faces to win in what he
concedes is a Liberal fortress.
“I’m up against a star candidate.
Marc Garneau is as high-profile a
Liberal candidate as they come.”
Green cites recent polling showing what he calls a “steep increase”
in the percentage of voters who say
they would vote for the Green candidate, to about 13 % nationally.
Continued on page 4

Quebec’s International
Family Law Firm
Since 1957
• Estate
• Divorce / Separation
• Custody + Financial Support
• Financial Support
• Elder Rights
• Personal Rights
• International Family Law
• Immigration
• Protective Supervision

Stella Samuels
Avocat-Attorney

Margherita Morsella
Avocat-Attorney

1 Westmount Square, Suite 711, Tower 1, Westmount, QC H3Z 2P9

deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com

t: 514-939-1200
www.kalmansamuels.com | info@kalmansamuels.com

• General Dentistry
• Implants
• Invisalign
Dr. Javid Musevi & Associates
5890 Monkland Ave. Suite 10
514-484-8808 www.dentwest.com
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He inspires us to fight the good fight
Continued from page 3

WHAT IF...
Someone you love can no longer take care of themselves

We have the ANSWERS
› Devoted health care professionals
and nursing supervision 24/7
› Weekly DOCTOR visits
Included: medication management,
weekly housekeeping, laundry of linens
and 3 meals per day
› Personal care services also available,
adapted to the needs of the individual
› Secure MEMORY CARE wing

Call or come visit us to learn more
1055 Tecumseh, DDO

514-685-4444

www.chateaudollard.com

MANAGED BY

“We’re going in the right direction
but, there is no doubt, I will have my
work cut out for me.”
He has asked for a month’s leave without pay so he can campaign full-time.
As for the Liberal’s approach to
the environmental issues – trying to
marry preventive measures, such as
the carbon tax and proposed ban on
single-use plastics, while encouraging growth, and pushing ahead
with Trans Mountain – Green says
it’s not good enough.
He blasts Liberal and Conservative governments for failing to go
after wealthy Canadians who move
substantial sums offshore to avoid
paying Canadian income taxes.
“We’ve seen next to nothing in
Canada, in spite of the fact that there
were a large number of Canadians
named in leaked documents that
were part of the Panama Papers.”
Following the Lac Mégantic rail
disaster in which 47 people died
in 2013, Green alleges Garneau has
“done nothing” to change what he
says is a system of laws and regulations that allow the private rail
industry to regulate itself.
Garneau, however, says his government has made “meaningful progress”

through “significant actions” to
improve rail safety in the transportation of dangerous goods when it
comes to prevention, effective response, and accountability.
Ottawa has adjusted train speeds,
increased inspections, strengthened
insurance requirements and information sharing with municipalities.
It developed a new tank-car standard for transporting flammable
liquids by rail, accelerated timetables on mandatory use of the safest
possible containers for dangerous
goods, and increased rail safety
inspectors at Transport Canada to
259 from 144.
Green, dismissed strategic concerns, that a vote for a third or fourth
party could help the Conservatives,
noting that the Tories “are not very
competitive” in the riding.
“I do believe that this is a riding
where people can vote their conscience. Voters need to consider which
party has a realistic plan that can address the climate emergency that we
are in. Can we afford to wait another
election to address that emergency?
This might be our last chance.”
“The Green Party has a total platform that addresses the science.”
irblock@hotmail.com

CHATEAU B’NAI BRITH
NOW AVAILABLE
• Modern 3 1/2 sun-ﬁlled units
• Active living lifestyle
• Safe and secure environment
• Kosher meals
• Cable and unlimited internet
• Conveniently located next to the
Côte Saint-Luc Shopping Centre
• Subsidies available for eligible seniors

For more information contact us at:

PHOTO: DENIS TREMBLAY

514.489.7171
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info@residencebnaibrith.com

7171 Côte Saint Luc Road
Setting the Standard for Affordable Housing

Photos: Courtesy of The Raging Grannies

Raging Grannies sing out on recycling wine bottles

The Grannies are protesting the
lack of wine bottle recycling in
Quebec, where only 40 per cent of
wine bottles are recycled, while 60
per cent go to landfills where they
uselessly clog the pores of the earth.
A 20 per cent deposit on wine
bottles would have a very positive
effect on this pressing environmental problem! The SAQ has refused to
implement a deposit and refused to
serve as a depository for empty wine
bottles. Shameful! say the Grannies.
They are focused on wine bottles
as a start. Quebec is one of only two
provinces that doesn’t have a deposit
on wine bottles and a collection process associated with the distributor.

Upper Canada Playhouse
Lunenburg, new comedy
by Norm Foster August 11
Ticket for show, Lunch at
McIntosh Country Inn $99

This should apply to all liquor bottles
they say, but one issue at a time. The
CAQ is starting to think along these
lines so now is a good time to push
the government into action. After all,
it is our SAQ and our government.
Other grannies are not working
on this issue as they don’t have the
problem in their cities but the whole
country has recycling issues.
— Elizabeth Vezina, a Raging Granny

Miró
in Mallorca

A free spirit
May 30 – September 8, 2019

presented by

Joan Miró, Untitled, 1978 (detail). Oil on canvas, 92 x 73 cm. Fundació Pilar i Joan Miró a
Mallorca (FPJM-50) © Successió Miró / SOCAN, Montréal / ADAGP, Paris (2019)

mnbaq.org

1000 Islands Playhouse
Johnny Cash September 7
Ticket for show, Lunch at
Gananoque Inn, Services of a
DMC Travel Guide $115

Hudson Village Theatre
Tribute to the great
Aretha Franklin
Kim Richardson singing
the songs of the legendary
Niagara Falls September 9-12 Aretha Franklin
Ticket for show at the
3 nights at Hilton Fallsview
3 breakfasts, Dinner and show Hudson Village Theatre
Supper at Mon Village
at Oh Canada Eh
Restaurant $99
$650 pp dbl, $875 single

Hawaii Cruise
March 25-March 4, 2020
11 days, 3 nights at Hyatt
Place Waikiki, 7 days
onboard NCL Pride of
America, Round trip flight
Honolulu, Maui (Kahului),
Hilo, Kona, Kauai
Inside Cabin: $4485
Balcony Cabin: 4995

$460*
To save on your insurance, call us:
West Island Agency
189 Hymus BLVD
Suite 300
Tel.: 514-906-5795

*Terms and conditions apply. Trademark owned by Allstate Insurance Company used under license by AllstateInsurance Company of Canada.
©2019 Allstate Insurance company of Canada."
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A closer look at market volatility and how to protect your portfolio
If you’re an investor, you know the impact
that volatility can have on your portfolio. Ups
Financial Fitness
and downs in financial markets, individual
Deborah Leahy
securities and even mutual funds can have you
smiling one day, worried the next.
However, it is possible to manage volatility so
price fluctuations won’t be such a concern. When you understand volatility and how it works, you
can take steps to manage its impact.
Volatility is important because it is a measure
of risk and potential reward. It is the tendency of
securities to rise and fall over a short period.
The higher the volatility, the greater the potenFuneral Home
tial for short-term returns and the greater the
Providing affordable burials, for the Jewish community,
risk that your investment will decline in value
for more than 50 years.
over a short period. If you have the potential to
514-273-3211
make a lot of money you often have the poten935 Beaumont, Montreal
tial to lose a lot as well. Less volatile investments
www.jewishfuneral.ca • yaakov@jewishfuneral.ca
may not have the same potential for windfall
profits, but they usually don’t have the same
degree of downside risk.
You can gauge the volatility of an investment
by examining its price history. For example, if
a stock has a tendency to fluctuate considerably
over a short time, it is volatile. This is especially
the case if the price movements are out of sync
with the market. While you might expect stocks
to move up and down with general market conditions, a volatile stock will often fluctuate even in
times of generally stable markets.
A low-volatility stock will vary in price less. Its
Fulfilling Needs
Senior Residence at Every Stage
price moves may be more gradual, and even move
in tandem with a market index most of the time.
• Retirement lifestyle of distinction & quality
Should you be concerned about the volatility of
• Round-the-clock caregiving by full nursing staff
• Quality service • Luxurious accommodations
• Recreational programs • At-home atmosphere
• Fully Renovated apartments
ARE YOU A SENIOR CITIZEN SUFFERING FROM

Chesed Shel Emes

Insomnia or Chronic Pain

Give Larry our new Senior Educator a call to find out
if Medical Cannabis is the right treatment for you.
Register online or call Larry for your
Free Phone Consultation

1-514-975-0172
www.oneounce.com

placekensington.com
A DIVISION OF FAIRWAY MANAGEMENT CORP.

Our Wilson-Raybould Editorial

Dear Editor,
Thank you for this editorial, published in June. It
was well stated and much appreciated.

—Kathleen Greenfield

In a time when many families are suffering from financial hardship, losing a loved
one can be even more devastating. It is during these uncertain times that you should
seek the best value on funeral services. You want straight answers, not surprises.

When You Lose
a Loved One,

Seek The
Best Value
RÉSIDENCE FUNÉRAIRE

COLLINS CLARKE

MACGILLIVRAY WHITE

Funeral Home
Reception room • Parking • Chapel

Away From Home Protection ® |
24- Hour Compassion Helpline ® | National Transferability
Bereavement Travel | Personal Planning Services |
Grief Support | Veterans Benefits
Collins Clarke Pointe Claire
Manager Peter Govers
222 Highway 20
514-483-1870

an investment? If you want to assess potential risk
before investing for the short term, the answer is
yes. If you’re willing to take on more risk to earn
potentially higher returns, more volatile investments
might be suitable for your portfolio. If you want low
volatility, with the tradeoff of lower returns potential, look for lower volatility investments.
You should also be concerned about the overall
volatility of your portfolio-in other words, how
much the value of your portfolio fluctuates and
over what period of time.
This is easily managed by ensuring your portfolio is well diversified. Hold individual investments that vary in their degree of volatility, as
well as including all major assets classes in your
portfolio. Individual asset classes don’t always
move in tandem, and they seldom fluctuate to the
same degree at the same time.
You can also reduce volatility worries by focusing on the long-term. With a longer investment
horizon, temporary fluctuations don’t matter
as much. You reduce volatility risk and take
advantage of the fact that over the long-term, the
direction of markets is generally up.
You can even take advantage of volatility to
enhance returns. If you invest at regular intervalsthrough a periodic investment plan, for
instance-volatility can work in your favor because
your regular investment amount will buy more
when prices dip. This technique is known as
“dollar cost averaging,” and it can lower your cost
of investing.
Ask your financial advisor for help in assessing
and managing the volatility of your portfolio.
Deborah Leahy is an Investment Advisor with
Edward Jones. Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund. deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com

Collins Clarke Sherbrooke St.
Manager Cédric Thériault
5610 Sherbrooke Street West
N.D.G. 514-483-1870
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Your Dignity Memorial® provider promises to show you the cost for everything
you will receive – a practice not matched by some funeral homes. With the Dignity
Memorial network, you will appreciate our integrity and the real value of the
services you receive.
When you see and experience all that’s offered by your Dignity Memorial
provider, you will discover they provide an incomparable value – making for an
easy choice at a very difficult time.
The Dignity Memorial network: North America’s leading funeral homes and
cemeteries, united to bring you the services you need when it matters most.
Collins Clarke St-Lambert
Manager Marc Sylvain
307 Riverside Drive
514-483-1870

Laurent Thériault, Verdun
Manager Daniel Thériault
510 de l’Église St., Verdun
514-769-3867

Centre funéraire Côte-des-Neiges
Manager Danny Gallant
4525, Côte-des-Neiges Rd
514-342-8000

Executing out-of-province support judgments

We depend on support payments
from my spouse who has moved to
California and is no longer paying
– Help!
And so begins another consultation involving a fascinating area
of law known as the execution of
foreign judgments. The problem
arises when parties live in different
jurisdictions such as Quebec and
Ontario, or Manitoba and Texas.
A judgment rendered in British
Columbia is not automatically respected in Lebanon, or vice versa. If
a Quebec court orders a parent to
pay child support to the custodial
parent of the children, the Quebec
Minister of Revenue can take action
and seize salaries, bank accounts or
other property if the payor parent
fails to pay.
But if the payor parent has moved
to a different jurisdiction such
as Morocco, the Minister has no
power in that jurisdiction and the
Moroccan authorities are under no
obligation to respect a Quebec judgment or obey any foreign judges.
Ordinarily, if you want to enforce
a judgment rendered by a court in
one jurisdiction against a defendant
in another, you have to perfect, or
as we say in Quebec homologate the
judgment in the defendant’s jurisdiction. To remember the word it helps
to know the root. ‘Homo’ comes
from the Greek for ‘same’ and ‘logate’
comes from ‘logos’ meaning ‘word’.
So when we homologate an extrajurisdictional judgment, we are
taking the foreign judgment to a local
judge and asking the judge to issue a

• SHINGLES
• ASPHALT & GRAVEL
• SLATE
• MEMBRANE
• SKYLIGHTS
• VENTILATION
• SHEET METAL WORK

Legally
Speaking

Daniel Romano
BCL, LL.B., MA

Margherita
M. Morsella

&

LL.B., BA

similar or same judgment in our local
jurisdiction, thus the local judge’s
‘word’ will be the ‘same’ as that of the
foreign judge.
Once the judgment has been
homologated in the proper jurisdiction, it is then enforceable against
defendant. This means that a bailiff
or similar officer can seize goods or
bank accounts to satisfy amounts
owing. Homologating a judgment is
not usually a difficult task to accomplish but does cost legal fees.
These fees may be negligible when
dealing with large commercial
matters of several millions of dollars, but for a parent who has not
received child support payments for
six months and is struggling to get
by, these legal fees can be a greater
burden. To help alleviate this burden for needy families, numerous
governments around the world have
made agreements to respect and enforce one another’s support judgments in family law matters.
These are commonly known as
reciprocal execution arrangements.
We have good news and bad news
re these arrangements: The good
news is that reciprocal execution arrangements exist between all of the
provinces and territories of Canada.
This means that the FRO (Family

Responsibility Office) in
Ontario will cooperate
with Quebec’s Minister
of Revenue to collect
from a parent in Ontario support payments
owing to a parent in
Quebec and vice versa
without requiring the homologation of the judgment that ordered
the support.
Even better, the Canadian
territories and provinces (with one
exception) have all made similar
reciprocal execution arrangements
with all of the states in the U.S. and
numerous European, African, Asian,
Caribbean and Oceanic countries.
The bad news, of course, is that
the one exception is us. Quebec has
so far only completed reciprocal
execution arrangements with ten of
the 52 U.S.A. jurisdictions, and only
one other foreign country – France.
This means that if you live in Ontario and have a family support judgment in your favour, the FRO can
arrange for collections from all sorts
of countries like Bermuda, Cayman
Islands, Ghana, Hong Kong, New
Zealand, Norway, or Zimbabwe, as
well as across the U.S.

If you are in a similar situation
in Quebec, however, you will have
to pay attorneys to go through the
homologation process for you to
be able to enforce a payment order.
That is, unless the non-paying party
is in France or California, Florida,
New York, Vermont or one of the
other six select states that have completed an agreement with Quebec.
If you consider this inequality to be
unfair, please rest assured, you are
not alone!
Daniel Romano and Margherita
Morsella are attorneys with Kalman
Samuels, a family law firm. We invite
you to follow us in the next issue
when we share a more personalized
column about the practice of law.
Dear Reader, these articles are
published in order to provide you
with some general information about
interesting legal topics and not as a
legal opinion. Please do not try to
hold the author, Kalman Samuels,
Attorneys, or The Senior Times liable
for any consequences arising from
any attempts to rely on this material.
If you need a legal opinion for a specific matter, we recommend that you
consult with a qualified attorney.

We’ve Got You
Covered

Liberal
Arts

SENIORS
DISCOUNT!

• Liberal arts courses • B.A. program
• Seniors outreach • Events and activities

FREE ESTIMATE

www.thomasmore.qc.ca

BRICK WALL and CHIMNEY REPAIRS & REBUILDS
PROFESSIONAL ROOF INSPECTIONS

Guaranteed Work

514-932-7772 | belgravecs@yahoo.ca | belgraveroofing.ca

3405 Atwater Ave.
Atwater

514.935.9585

www.facebook.com/
institutthomasmoreinstitute/
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EditorialS

This could be the ‘environment’ election
With unprecedented heat waves
in Western Europe and India, we
ignore dire warnings about the
worsening state of the world’s
environment at our peril.
Will the various approaches proposed by our parties to slow global
warming be the ballot questions when
Canadians go to the polls October 21?
Or will it be the usual issues, such as
leadership, time for a change, a revolt against taxes, or a protest at the
growth of income inequality? In the
current climate, can the Green Party
extend its two seats with gains in
central and eastern Canada? Will the
New Democratic Party make gains
with its platform? Or will Canadians
continue to alternate between Liberals
and Conservatives?
On the environment, Justin
Trudeau’s Liberals have staked out
a position that seeks to combine efforts to save the environment even
as it supports the fossil-fuel industry. That approach was underscored

lasts month when they approved the
expansion of the Trans Mountain
Pipeline that will carry bitumen from
the Alberta Tar Sands to the B.C. coast
for trans-shipment to eventual markets
in Asia. At the same time, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has promised to
pump any profit from the eventual sale
of Trans Mountain, which his government purchased for $4.6 billion, into
transition from fossil fuels to alternative
energy sources.
The Liberals continue their support
for the carbon tax, which Andrew
Scheer and his Conservatives plan to
scrap, as a way to cap its production.
Meanwhile the Liberals continue
to promise support for the fossil
fuel industry. We oppose the Trans
Mountain expansion as does Quebec
environmental activist Steven Guilbeault. But in announcing he will
seek a Liberal nomination this fall,
he said he supports other measures to
fight climate change that the government has undertaken.

He added that if the Conservatives
win the election, “everything we’ve
worked for in those past four years
will be gone, and we will be back
to what was happening under the
Harper years.”
Scheer says if elected he will slap
an emissions cap on heavy emitters,
which appears unlikely, since Ontario and Alberta are the provinces
with the most large emitters and
they already have a carbon price
over a certain cap. Would the
Tories override the provincial ones,
both of which have Conservative
governments? A significant boost in
the levy would make the producers
uncompetitive in world markets.
Scheer would reintroduce a hometax credit of $900 million, to pay
for energy-saving renovations up to
$20,000. But in stating that “Canada
wouldn’t make a global impact by
focusing only on reducing emissions
without our borders,” Scheer’s Conservatives signal weak commitment to

government action. The NDP under
leader Jagmeet Singh promises to cut
Canada’s emission almost in half over
the next decade. It is also committed to scrapping government aid to
the fossil fuel industry and canceling
the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion. The Greens, in a broad program,
want to reach a 60 per cent reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030
and zero emissions by 2050, maintain
carbon pricing, scrap all subsidies to
fossil fuels, ban fracking, rebuild and
revamp the east-west energy grid and
by 2030 ensure that all new cars are
electric.
If the Greens gain traction with
their program, they could reasonably
be expected to prop up one of the
bigger parties, and the only parties
with whom they could work are the
NDP and the Liberals. Judging from
opinion polls, the Liberals with their
compromise position stand the best
chance of making real progress on
environmental issues.

Canada must restore full consular activities in Havana
The Canadian government has
inflicted considerable hardship on
hundreds of Cubans with its sudden
curtailment of consular services at
its embassy in Havana.
The move, which follows the unexplained and still mysterious medical symptoms reported by embassy
staff and some family members, has
shattered the educational and professional plans of Cubans. It also has
seriously disrupted travel plans of
Cubans who have family ties in
Canada. The move, in early May,
mirrored the one made by the United
States, whose personnel is reporting
similar symptoms that have yet to be
traced to any source.
While Canada drastically reduced

embassy staff in January, in May
Foreign Affairs Canada abruptly announced it would no longer process
applications for visitor and residence
visas or work and study permits.
Suspicious minds suggest this was a
copy-cat move reflecting the American initiative, whereby since 2017,
Cubans have been forced to go to
third countries for visa applications.
Cubans wishing to visit Canada
now have to travel to Mexico for
in-person contact with Canadian
consular officials, imposing a huge
burden on them, and adding substantially to the cost. And there is no
certainty that the applications will be
approved. Cubans can also do some
of the work online, but again, Cubans

have only limited Internet access and
even then it comes at a substantial
cost that few can afford.
For example, a medical doctor who
has been coming to Montreal for 19
years to attend a four-day osteopathic
conference had to cancel his airline
ticket when he could not renew his
multiple-entry visa, (renewed every
five years) because of the embassy
closure. As it is, it is very complicated
for medical professionals to travel to
conferences as they need permission
from the Ministry of Health.
Another young couple had applied
to study in Winnipeg where she had
been accepted to university. After depositing over $27,000 in a Canadian
Bank as required by the Canadian
government and flying to Mexico
City to complete their “biometrics,”
they were rejected because they were
deemed unwilling to return to their
country after the four years of study.
This story is not directly linked to
the closing of the embassy except
that they had to pay to fly to Mexico
City and even then, were rejected.
Very few Cubans even have visas for
Mexico or the money to get there
and back.
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Sheila Goldbloom exemplifies wisdom, compassion and action
As book launches go it was exceptional: It was a love-in for a remarkable woman and her story — her
intellect, compassion, commitment,
values, and achievements.
Family and friends, former students, and colleagues, in social work,
community activism, politics, feminism, and progressive Judaism came
to the Temple Emanu-el-Beth Sholom in Westmount last month to salute Sheila Barshay Goldbloom, 93,
and buy her memoir.
Several journalists showed up,
most not to cover the story, but because they saw this event, the launch
of Opening Doors (John Aylen
Books, 305 pages), as a milestone in
the life of an outstanding person.
Family values were always important. As her son Jonathan Goldbloom
pointed out, when his mom arrived
here from her native New York City
to begin married life with Dr. Victor
Goldbloom, she insisted the family
leave the orthodox Shaar Hashomayim
Synagogue, with separate male-female
seating, and move to the Reform
Temple, saying: “I don’t want to
go to a synagogue with my family
where I can’t sit with my children.”
Rabbi Lisa Grushcow, the temple’s
spiritual leader, noted that Sheila
Goldbloom really listens to what
people have to say, and in a group,
while not the one to speak first,
“almost always is the person who
speaks most wisely.”
The phrase, “The Torah’s teaching
of loving kindness is on her lips,”
reflects Goldbloom’s life, Gruschow
said, and the book opens a door to
her heart, mind, and soul – as well
as revealing her recipe for chocolate
squares, which were passed around
by her grandchildren.
It was that kind of event, but reading the book, which I devoured in a
day and a half, was even more delicious! It is in many ways the story
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She strives to emulate Eleanor Roosevelt

of a generation – Jewish immigrants
who settled in New York City’s then
teeming Lower East Side at the turn
of the last century to replace their
materially impoverished and insecure lives with something better for
their children.
Those early days in Brooklyn tell us
a lot about what made Sheila Goldbloom the person she became. Her
maternal grandfather, Samuel Reich,
and his brother-in-law “began with
one pushcart selling paper bags that
became two pushcarts” and grew
into a thriving paper bag distribution business. But Reich’s heart was
elsewhere – he was an inventor –
and though he supported the family
he did so modestly. Sheila’s father,
Jacob Barshay, was the eldest of eight
children and his parents, Saul and
Nichama, ran a grocery store. Saul
died young and his widow was left to
run the store and raise the kids.
Esther Reich and Jacob Barshay
married in 1924 and lived near
Ocean Parkway in Brooklyn. Sheila
was born a year later. Her dad became a lawyer and both parents were
ardent Zionists with socialist and

progressive leanings. The family then
moved north to Peakskill, N.Y. where
young Sheila encountered a first taste
of anti-Semitism: she sat next to a
boy on the bus who quickly got up,
saying “I can’t sit next to you because
our priest says that Jews have horns.”
Her mom later explained that the lad
obviously knew nothing about Jews,
had never met one, and added: “Living together in harmony is our only
choice in the world.”
When she was ten, Sheila’s dad
died of a massive heart attack at age
35. Her mom realized it was up to
her to sustain the family, enrolled in
law school and commuted to classes
in New York City. Sheila’s mom
also remarried, to her late husband’s
law partner, Nathan Rothstein. Her
retun to school was a display of
courage and determination that is
reflected in Sheila’s later life.
For college, Sheila chose the all-female Mount Holyoke College, offering a broad education and dedicated
to empowering graduates so they can
“make the world a better place.” It
was at the school where she honed
the mission of her life, which was to
emulate that of Eleanor Roosevelt,
whose early life was not without its
challenges. Both her parents and a
sibling died and young Eleanor ended
up being raised by a non-nurturing
maternal grandmother. And once she
married soon-to-be president Franklin Roosevelt, she had to live with his
domineering mother. As Goldbloom
points out, “From this I learned the
power of resilience, of making the
most of the hand we are dealt, rather
than fixating on its disadvantages.”
The book is replete with aphorisms that exemplify the life’s lessons Goldbloom is eager to pass
on to readers. They are at least as
poignant as the sayings of her idol,
Eleanor Roosevelt, often cited in the
book as relevant watchwords.
For example, Roosevelt once said,
“In the long run, we shape our lives

and we shape ourselves. The process
never ends until we die. And the
choices we make are ultimately our
own responsibility.”
It was in that context that in the
fall of 1960, Sheila, 35, married to
a busy professional, and mother of
three – Susan and Michael were in
school and young Jon in nursery –
decided to return to school. She enrolled in the McGill School of Social
Work, graduated, began a rich and
varied career and ended up on staff,
mentoring a generation of social
workers over a 30-year career. She
quotes Eleanor Roosevelt: “All of life
is a constant education.”
Numerous family photographs
going back generations illustrate
the book. Two of the best anecdotes
relate to General Charles de Gaulle
and his Vive le Québec Libre call
from the Montreal city hall in 1967.
Did he really mean it? And why did
Queen Elizabeth look so glum on
one of her visits to our city?
As Goldbloom notes, to assuage a
feeling of guilt about embarking on
a demanding career while her children were so young, she began to
bake cookies, to compensate for her
lack of prowess in the kitchen.
There is so much in this book to
inspire us as parents and grandparents and Quebec residents – read it,
and enjoy Sheila’s recipe.
irblock@hotmail.com

Sheila’s Chocolate Squares

1 cup condensed milk
1 ½ cups Graham Cracker crumbs
12 oz chocolate chips
1 cup raisins
1 cup walnuts chopped
¼ tsp salt
1 tsp vanilla
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Grease
an 8-inch, square baking pan. Mix
ingredients by hand in a large bowl.
Pour into the baking pan, pat down,
bake for 10-15 minutes, until the
top is brown. Cut into squares while
warm and remove from pan.

L’ORCHESTRE DE LA FRANCOPHONIE PRESENTS
BEETHOVEN’S CONCERTO No 3
Pianist Jean-Michel Dubé
Guest Conductor

DANIEL MYSSYK
SYMPHONIC MOVEMENT N°1
BY ÉRIC CHAMPAGNE
THE SYMPHONY N°7 IN D MINOR, OP. 70
BY DVOŘÀK

Anton Burckner’s Symphony N 6 In A major
Conductor: Jean- Philippe Tremblay
Animal Machine by Alexandre David
Piano Concerto N. 2 in A major S125 by Franz Liszt
With Pianist Anne-Maire Dubois

$20
+ tax

August 14th 2019 at 7:30 pm

514-842-2112 / placedesarts.com
514-503-3476 / orchestrefranco.com

July 17th 2019 at 7:30 PM

$15
+ tax

SIBELIUS’S SYMPHONY No 1
Guest conductor

Andrei Feher
PASTORALE - FANTAISIE
BY GEORGES ENESCO
SHOSTAKOVICH’S CELLO CONCERTO NO.1
WITH CELLIST
NOÉMIE RAYMOND-FRISET

July 21th 2019 at 2:30 PM

514-495-9944 / theatreoutremont.ca
514-503-3476 / orchestrefranco.com
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School and summer camp afford opportunities for success
After ten months of classes, homework and daily
grind, students look forward to graduation and
their plans for summer.
Graduation is not to be taken lightly. It
highlights their achievements and readiness for
the next challenge. Years of friendship in the same
school may disappear, only to bring new schools,
new friends, and opportunities.
For the past ten years, it has become, a tradition
for Generations Foundation to recognize and
award one student at each of eight schools with
a Citizenship and Community plaque and laptop
computer for use in future studies.
Our award recognizes a student’s all-round
ability in their school’s community, including of

MANOIR PIERREFONDS

A WONDERFUL PLACE!

summer camp, whether you are a counselor or a
camper, you meet new friends and work as a team.
Sleepaway camp in the country is a unique
Natalie
experience where youngsters spend their days
swimming, boating and exploring nature while
Bercovici
developing new skills.
Generations Foundation sponsors youngsters to
good levels of academic achievement. Generations Amy Molson Camp and Trails End Camps, both
Foundation has pleasurable memories of accredited by the Quebec Camping Association.
Visit generationsfoundation.com 514-933-8585
attending many graduations to present our award
at the various schools and we intend to continue
this inspirational tradition.
Some students will take extra courses or
employment to round out their knowledge and
many look forward to fun and recreation. At
Friendship in the Ancient World
12 weeks, Tues., 1:30-3:30pm
The Greek and Roman tradition of friendship.
Greek Tragedy: The Calamity of Being
Come and enjoy your retirement in peaceful and
Human 12 weeks, Wed., 6:15-8:15pm.
evolving surroundings. Whether you are an independent
Why did despair so fascinate the Greeks?
retiree, semi-autonomous or dealing with a loss
of autonomy, we have what you need.
Literature and Politics
12 weeks, Mon., 1:30-3:30pm
APARTMENTS
Enjoy a superb condo style apartment including
233 Ste-Claire Ave, Pointe-Claire
all services (except meals).
Does literature that allies itself with a particSTUDIO SERVICE PACKAGE
ular position or cause become propaganda?
Live in a spacious turnkey studio, including
Where Does Poetry Take Us?
a kitchenette with a microwave, sink, fridge
and balcony. Services and meals are included!
12 weeks, Mon., 1:30-3:30pm
Experience the pleasure and surprise of poetry.
CARE UNIT
Benefit from healthcare tailored to your
Enjoying Jazz! (Part I)
needs and from all services in our
12 weeks, Mon., 1:30 -3:30pm
adapted care unit.
How did jazz evolve into one of 20th century’s
COME AND SEE US
most important musical genres?
TO BOOK YOUR NEW
More About Opera
LIVING SPACE!
10 weeks every 2 weeks, Fri., 10am-noon
Listen to recordings and examine the lives of
composers and the origins of their works.
514 626-6651
The Lessons of History: On the Role of
manoirpierrefonds.com | info@manoirpierrefonds.com
18465 Gouin Boulevard West, Pierrefonds (QC) H9K 1A6
History in Self-Understanding
12 weeks, Mon., 6:15-8:15pm
Could storytelling be at the heart of selfunderstanding?
Writing Effectiveness Bootcamp
10 weeks, Tues., 6:15-8:15pm
Imagine if writing well were easier and more
pleasurable.
IT’S LIKE BEING ON
Memoir Writing: Sharing Your Life Stories
12 weeks, Thurs., 6:15-8:15pm
VACATION HERE!
Find the stories you most want to tell and
“It’s the best of both worlds:
write them in clear, vivid, entertaining prose.
Courses begin Sept. 16. Ongoing registraI can do my own thing and have
tion, in person, by phone at 514-935-9585
a fantastic social life. And at the
or online thomasmore.qc.ca

Generations

Fall course highlights
at Thomas More

* Certain conditions apply. Contact us for more information.

SUBSIDIARY OF

Herron Residence, we have the
most wonderful caregivers in
the world! It’s a small intimate
place, so you get to know everybody. We’re almost like a family
to each other. I could not be
happier!”

GEMMA DE SOUZZA

Resident

514 631-7288

residenceherron.com | info@chsldherron.com
2400 Herron Road Dorval, Quebec H9S 5W3

SUBSIDIAIRE DE
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Dora Wasserman plaque unveiled
Veterans of Montreal’s Yiddish theatre
gathered June 20 at the corner of Westbury
and Côte Ste. Catherine for the unveiling of a
memorial plaque dedicated to the centenary
of Yiddish theatre pioneer Dora Wasserman.
Sue Montgomery, mayor of Côte-des-Neiges
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough, officiated,
along with Wasserman’s daughter, Bryna.
Dora Wasserman was the driving force
behind the creation of the drama group
that today bears her name and continues to
perform in Yiddish at the Segal Centre.

Dealing with denial and resistance Chefs in the making? Not quite.
One of the toughest challenges
when considering a senior residence is denial and resistance from
the loved one who needs to make
the move.
It is rare that all family members
agree. Couples often disagree on
their health status. Usually it’s the
caregiving spouse who suggests
it’s time to move. Sometimes adult
children disagree with their parents
or one another. Relationships can
suffer as tensions mount.
Why is denial and resistance prevalent? The most common reasons
are fear, anxiety, lack of knowledge,
misconceptions, and not admitting
to increased care requirements. Let’s
face it — change is difficult. We’d
rather stay in our comfort zone.
We often hear: “Why disrupt
things? Only old people live in senior residences. I’m not like them.
We’ll be able to manage.” The decision to move usually depends on the
individual’s physical and cognitive
state. Staying at home is an option as
long as health, safety and security are
not at risk. But once they are at risk,
action should be taken. How can
we deal with denial and resistance?
Communicate
Be proactive by discussing your loved
one’s concerns. Encourage open,
transparent conversation without
judgement. Try to address each concern. Perhaps homecare is a good
first step. Have these discussions as
early as possible to avoid a crisis that
requires immediate action.
Take a tour
Seeing is believing. Touring two or
three residences may address the fear
and stigma associated with the move.
It’s a way to get a feel for the culture
and atmosphere of a residence. It’s a
good idea to visit several residences

Making
the Move
Matt
Del Vecchio

first and get a sense of the level of
care, get an idea of costs and tax credits, observe activities, the demeanor
of the residents, and the interaction
between staff and residents. Then
you’ll be in a better position to bring
your loved one for a tour. Some residences offer complimentary lunches.
Try their food and mingle with other
residents.
Talking with a professional
A trusted advisor can sometimes ease
the situation. Start with your family
physician. Doctors recognize vulnerabilities and will suggest alternative
living arrangements if they feel aperson is at risk. Social workers and
geriatricians can also play a role.
Money issues
Talk to your financial advisor and
accountant to prepare a financial
plan to see if you could justify the
cost. Compare that cost to living
independently or with homecare.
Trigger events
Slips and falls resulting in a visit to
the ER should be reason alone to
discuss safety issues. Improper use
of medication, unpaid bills, car accidents and forgetting appointments
should raise concerns. Another trigger can be a neighbour or friend who
made the move. This could open
the door to discussing the benefits
of moving to a safer and healthier
environment.
Dealing with denial and resistance
is rarely simple. Be patient, reduce
anxiety, educate and offer options.
All family members will benefit in
the long run.

What’s happening

Strawberry Social at
Creative Social Centre
Thurs. July 11, 1–3pm, celebrate
summer with a Strawberry Social
featuring the new Creative Social
Choir and sing-along, directed by
Ella Wilhelm, followed by homemade strawberry shortcake, tea
and coffee. Chevra Kadisha B’Nai
Jacob Synagogue, main floor,
Raicek Hall. $10 Reservations:
514-488-0907. Buses: 129, 63, 166, 51,
metro Snowdon.

Night. It will feature gourmet food
from Montreal’s top restaurants.
The event is on Saturday, at the
Borough Hall, Pierrefonds, Roxboro. Tickets: Friends for Mental Health 514-636-6885 or email:
info@asmfmh.org.

We will not be publishing in August.
Look for
our Annual
Resource
Directory
on the
streets
Friends for Mental Health Gala
now. Our
August 24, friends of Mental Health
September
has been selected as a beneficiary orissue comes
ganization for the major Montreal out Sept. 5.
fundraising event, Strangers in the

Cooking class students of the Côte Saint-Luc Men’s Club gather around cooking instructor,
Ralph Pellatt, as he holds a finished shish kabob stick, after showing them how to prepare
it, ready for grilling. L to R: Mannie Yound, President of the Men’s Club, Larry Shadowitz,
Larry Cramer, Phil Silvers, Michael Rabinovitch, Jeff Waxman, Herb Davis, Alvin Hankin and
Ralph Pellatt.

his first attempt at cooking. Instructor and “chef extraordinaire” Ralph
A new class has started in the Côte Pellatt, has quite a menu in line for
Saint-Luc Men’s Club. The students his students such as breaded veal
are 12 wannabe cooks interested in blade, grilled chicken, Chinese stirlearning the basics of home cooking. fry chicken, and a tasty shish kabob.
I heard one student say: “Hey, I Ralph was born into the food busilearned how to crack an egg!” Not ness, working in wholesale grocery,
only did he learn how to crack an a coffee shop, developed microwave
egg but he used that egg to make cooking skills and is the dinner chef
French Toast. He ate and enjoyed at Maimonides Geriatric Centre.
Sid Birns

PR O G R A M
JULY - AUG U ST
WEDNESDAY JULY 10, 10AM-4 PM
HOUSE AND GARDEN TOUR

Five unique residences with
charming gardens await you.
Join us for the 28th annual
House and Garden Tour for the
benefit of Theatre Lac-Brome
in Knowlton, Quebec.
$65 includes picnic or lunch coupon

July 6, 2pm

Counting Aloud Gabrielle Soskin Theatre $24

July 14, 7pm

Mozart in Paris Music $25

July 18-21. 8pm

The Vagina Monologues Theater $42

July 25, 8pm

The Köln Concert John Roney Music $28

July 28, 7pm

Mozart Between Friends Music $25

August 10, 8pm / August 18, 2pm

Opera Di Buffala Natalie Choquette & Gino Quilico $40

August 31, 8pm

Tribute to Simon & Garfunkel and Cat Stevens $36

450 242-2270 - THEATRELACBROME.CA
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GERDY’S PET PARADE brought to you by Gerdy’s Rescues & Adoptions

Looking for a hero to help Tippy live a happy life
She has had ultrasounds, osteopathy visits, acupuncture, and has even seen a surgeon. Behaviorists
Every animal is unique with its own set of have given us a specific plan of action to follow
but we cannot find anyone willing to do so.
loving qualities and imperfections.
At Gerdy’s Rescue, we have Tippy, a special cat To begin with, she cannot be with other animals.
who is searching for a forever home…sadly her Tippy should also be kept in a room of her own
imperfections are scaring most potential adopt- (for approximately a month) where her foster
ers so Tippy remains homeless and needy. If you visits as often as possible and lavishes her with
have some extra time, extra patience, and some love. But there is a problem. Because she is so affectionate, past fosters have thought that after five
extra love, please read on.
Tippy is a stunning 4-year-old brown cat — yes, or six days of no slip-up’s, she should be given the
completely brown. She is beautiful, loving, and run of the house.
affectionate but is experiencing a problem that Although well intentioned, the foster sabotages
is confusing us all. From time to time, Tippy their own efforts at having Tippy consistently
urinates outside of her box … and our doctors
are having difficulty determining whether it’s a
medical or behavioral problem.
Barbara Moser
Sandy Lg

use the litter box. We need someone willing to
lovingly but stringently follow the plan. We
are not giving up on Tippy and we have more
appointments with specialists lined up. We need
a caring person and a warm home environment
in order to optimize her recovery.
Tippy’s hero is someone willing to be super
loving and consistent. We provide the food
and litter and we ask you to provide the home
and the hope.
Without someone stepping up to help us,
Tippy is living in a clinic that is neither ideal or
conducive to her recovery.
Contact us at info@gerdysrescue.org

The publisher’s summer reading list

WE HAVE MOVED!

Dr. Elmira Sefidpoor D.M.D.
Wan Su Kim d.d.
MK Dental Clinic/Clinique dentaire MK
5221 Boulevard de Maisonneuve W., #400

Tel.: 514-484-7078

Bonnie Sandler, BSW
• Housing Expert for Seniors
Autonomous,
Assisted Living,
Long Term Care
• Alzheimer’s Expertise

Residential Real Estate Broker
Groupe Sutton Centre Ouest Inc.,
Real Estate Agency

514-497-3775
bonniesandler.com

We Were the Lucky Ones
by Georgia Hunter
Published (2017) by Penguin Books.
This novel is based on the lives of the author’s
grandfather and his siblings who survived the
Holocaust in unimaginable ways. Georgia did not
find out her grandfather was Jewish until he died
when she was 15. It took ten years for her to tell
the story of his family. Painstaking research and
visits to Brazil, Italy and Poland uncovered how
the family was forced to go into hiding, escape
over the Alps to Italy, survive the hell of the ghettos in Poland, fight in the Polish army against the
Nazis, take cattle cars to Siberia, and by the luck
of the draw, survive imprisonment and torture.
During the six years of their separation of Sol,
Nechuma and their children, Halina, Addy, Mila,
Genek, and Jakob and their spouses, two babies
were born in horrible conditions and a toddler
was hidden among nuns. Hunter has a way of
bringing these real-life characters into our hearts.
This is the best book I’ve read in recent memory.
City on Strike by Harriet Zaidman
Published (2019) by Red Deer Press.
This novel has the look of a book for youth 10+
but the “plus” definitely includes all of us who
yearn to know more of our Canadian history.
Although I was born in Winnipeg and my four
grandparents lived in the north end, no one ever
mentioned the Winnipeg General Strike and its
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significance for Winnipeg, Canada and the world.
It was the only strike of its kind in Canada and this
thoroughly researched and intimate account of a
life-changing event tells the story of one family’s
attempts to live on the meagre wages paid by the
wealthy owners and condoned by Winnipeg politicians. There’s just something about Winnipeg
that made this the site of a worker’s rebellion and
if you’re from there, you’ll know what I mean.
Written from the point of view of children and
interlaced with Yiddish expressions, this recreation of a life-changing period in our history
is told in the clear and hopeful voice of Jack and
Nellie and their older sister Fanny. A must-read
for ages 10 – 110.
Suzanne by Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette
Translated into English by Rhonda Mullins
Published (2017) by Coach House Books
A 2019 Canada Reads selection is written in the
sometimes awkward but poignant second person,
a granddaughter speaking to her grandmother
whom she never knew. With its short, sometimes
paragraph long mini-chapters, the book details
the life of Suzanne Meloche, the author’s maternal
grandmother, who was a member of Les Automatistes, a movement of dissident artists. This is a
fictionalized biography of a woman who couldn’t
fit into the mould created for her, who lived
through the Depression, Quebec’s Quiet Revolution, the Civil Rights Movement and the dawn of
Feminism and chose to abandon her children for
a more productive and artistic lifestyle.

A name that will become unmentionable

The character and failings of the 45th president
of the United States are now engraved upon
American history — to the eternal shame of the
republic. The man-child with the comb-over has
deservedly suffered abundant ridicule. So much
mockery has been sent his way that the late-night
television skits have actually grown shopworn.
While the 45th president has been suitably
exposed to contempt, the same cannot yet be
said for those who facilitated his rise. The white
supremacists, proud misogynists, unredeemable
rednecks, easily misled blue collar workers, and
hypocritical evangelicals – all of whom found
their savior in Agent Orange – constituted a
minority of the population and could not have
elected him on their own. They needed the help
of the Republican party’s power brokers, as well
as vast numbers of rank and file members.
The majority of traditional Republicans, despite
their higher education, country club manners and
better judgment, obstinately held their noses and
opted for the promise of tax cuts and conservative
judges over simple decency and honesty. They
remained devoted to the brand of their party
despite the clear abasement of it.
They saw and heard a bigot. They saw and heard
a serial liar, a sexual predator, a wannabe authoritarian. Yet they ignored all the evidence. They

World View
Michael Carin
held out hope that the malicious buffoon could
train his manners and take expert advice once
installed in the Oval Office. They thus voted for
a man who could not have won a fourth grade
spelling bee, much less converse intelligently
about the constitution of the United States.
The reckoning must include all those Republican women who robotically voted for their
party’s candidate. They were not by and large the
sensible soccer moms who are nurturing the
future of our southern neighbour, but rather
ladies of the sort who had always regarded Barack
Obama as a Muslim yet somehow saw in Mr.
Genital Grabber a Christian.
As we have seen for over two years now, once
the man was elected, the same Republican partisans have upheld his presidency as it stumbled
and careened from scandal to caricature to horror
show and back again. Not even strong evidence of
collusion with Russia, bribery from Riyadh, and
multiple obstructions of justice could sway these
partisans from defending him.

Letters to the Editor

Reader incensed by our Peace Now coverage
Dear Ms. Moser and Mr. Block,
I read the article about Peace Now and found
it disturbing for its inaccuracies and omissions.
The article gives a false impression of the realities
in Israel. Peace Now has never been correct and if
its policies had been implemented, there’s a good
chance that it would have resulted in the end of
Israel as we know it.
To publish such a biased article that many uninformed people will incorporate into their belief system is unconscionable — unless you are a
left-wing publication that wishes to disseminate
false information. Errors, omissions and outright
nonsense make this seem like a reflection of reality when it isn’t. For example, you mention the
Green Line as pre 1967 borders when it was nothing more than a demarcation line and remains so.
Big difference. You failed to mention Arab charters
that call for the elimination of Jews, not peaceful
co-existence with them. And the areas in question
have been Jewish land since the San Reno Resolution of 1920 and remain so under international law
today as no law has overturned it. Since you cannot
occupy your own land, there is no occupation
despite world opinion and even past opinions of
less than knowledgeable Israeli leaders. In short
you wrote a propaganda piece, an article not
worthy of respect.
—Barry Lubott Toronto

Israeli War, “The state of war had been replaced
by a de jure state of nonbelligerency. Subsequently, the international community and, to a
somewhat lesser degree, the former combatants
themselves, were to recognize the armistice lines
as de facto international frontiers.”
Contrary to your claim, the last paragraph of
the report said, “Israeli officials blame the failure
of previous peace proposal on the Palestinian
leadership’s refusal to compromise on hard-line
positions and the continued hostility of Islamist
military groups such as Hamas, which governs
the Gaza Strip and refuses to accept a Jewish
state.” As for the two-state solution advocated by
Peace Now, Canadian government policy, which
we support, says that “Canada recognizes the Palestinian right to self-determination and supports
the creation of a sovereign, independent, viable,
democratic and territorially contiguous Palestinian state, as part of a comprehensive, just and
lasting peace settlement.” Broadly speaking, this
is known as the two-state solution.

They have continually put party before intellect,
party before country, party before truth itself.
Their just desserts, however, will ultimately be
served.
Polls now indicate that re-election has become
an unlikely prospect for the man who has made
America a laughingstock. Once he is evicted from
the White House, historians will deliver retribution. The titles of their books about the grotesque
discontinuity in American life that began in
November 2016 are not difficult to imagine. President Liar will be among the more bland.
Harsher critics will opt for Putin’s President or
perhaps The Book of Moron. Writers from the
tabloid universe will show no mercy with titles
like Elect a Clown, Get a Circus or, better yet,
Narcissus Rex.
Sweet consolation will spice the American
literary agenda in perpetuity. As this modest column suggests, the verdict of the historians may
render a reviled name morally unmentionable.
Michael Carin is the author, most recently, of the
novel Churchill At Munich.
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Another response to our Peace Now article

Palestinians do not want a two-state solution.
They want a Palestinian solution and a final solution for Jews. There is no religious reason for Palestinians to be in Jerusalem. Mecca is where they
should be. The Jews need a two-state solution,
one for Jews who are not Hasidic and one for the
Editor’s Reply
With regard to the only so-called error cited by Hasidim. The problem is that the religious right
Mr. Lubott, the 1949 armistice demarcation lines will out-populate the normal Jews in three genthat marked the formal end of the first Arab- erations and Israel will become a religious state
Israeli war acted as effective borders of newly much like most Muslim countries. One of the
independent Israel until the Six Day War of June world’s greatest democracies will be lost. Those
1967. As historian Benny Morris says on page are the facts that no one really wants to reveal.
—Kert Teblum
391 of his authoritive book, 1948, The First Arab 				
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Roughing It!

Adrian Powell

ACROSS
1 Resign one's position
6 "Hold your horses!"
10 Please reply, briefly
14 Odours, e.g.
16 Assortment
17 Summer campers tend
to see a lot of these
19 Three letters on a
foundation stone
20 Redblacks' home town,
briefly
21 Bighorn babe
22 Three-legged endeavour
25 Where to watch "The View"
28 Talk like The Godfather
30 The scholastic world
32 Onion and garlic's
botanical genus
35 Corp. bigwig
36 In an decisive manner
38 "I" in "The King and I"
39 Very competent
41 Heart of a PC
42 Played a Halloween yolk?
43 Ready to pluck
44 KFC choices
46 Lamb's call
47 One who'll make you jump
49 Tumour, often
51 Guantanamo's locale
52 7% fed. levy until 2006

53 "The African Queen"
scriptwriter
54 Sherpa's beast of burden
56 Quarter of four
58 English channel, briefly
60 Leaving your tent and
wandering through the
forest alone at night falls
into this category
67 Ugly little dogs
68 Excessive
69 Appear to be
70 Military "lights out"
71 Old Mesoamerican tongue
DOWN
1 Gal at the society ball
2 British record co. of yore
3 Scuff up, say
4 "Absolutely!"
5 Soviet wire service, once
6 Be victorious
7 Bricklayer's carrier
8 Wise about
9 Nonsmoking area rarity
10 Commit a purse-snatching
11 Camper's roll away need
12 Take a look at
13 Strike a stance
15 Japanese straw mat
18 Abbr. that will shorten
a long list

JUNE SOLUTIONS

Repairs guaranteed
Complete roof
complete insurance
complete maintenance
Free estimate
FINANCING AVAILABLE

22 Air traffic controllers needs
23 Like lemons
24 What mom is likely to
stuff in your backpack
26 Good canoe-making tree
27 Puzzle theme and a
traditional kids' summer
adventure
29 Blast furnace residue
31 Direct-deposit payment,
for short
33 Trepidation
34 Bovary's title
37 Bobsleds' smaller cousins
40 Machu Pichu's locale
42 Sixth sense, briefly
44 Public bus system
45 Locus of ferment
48 Black, in poetry circles
50 Gap in a manuscript
54 Blathers
55 Shivery "can't keep
warm" feeling
57 Sicilian tourist draw with
glowing reviews
59 Fedora feature
61 Doctrine, slangily
62 Climber's goal, usually
63 Nick Nolte's "48 ___"
64 Make eggs
65 Greek letter that
looks like an "H"
66 Tiny Japanese coin
until 1953
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On the origin of OK and other very American words

As July 4th marks American Independence Day, I’m taking the
opportunity of looking at the origins of three words connected to
Americans. In fact, the designation
American for our neighbour to the
south angers many people in Central and South America who feel
that the United States has expropriated a designation that belongs
to everyone living in the Americas.
Other designations were considered such as the awkward United
Statesians, Freedonians and Columbians, but it was decided at the Continental Congress assembled on June
7, 1776 to opt for the term American. The term America itself was
created by German cartographer
Martin Waldseemüller who named
the continent after Italian navigator
Amerigo Vespucci in 1507.
While it is ironic that the United
States of America owes its designation to Vespucci, seeing that he
never set foot on American soil, it
is also interesting that one of most
used terms to describe Americans
probably owes its origin to the
Dutch. Most etymologists believe
that the term Yankee originated
from the name Janke, a diminutive
of Jan, that was used disparagingly

The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
by the British to refer to unsophisticated Dutch settlers in American
colonies. It later became used to
refer to provincial dwellers in New
England. It is believed that the lyrics to the song Yankee Doodle were
penned by a British army surgeon to
deride the provincial revolutionaries.
In other words, when Yankee Doodle
went to town a-riding on a pony and
stuck a feather in his hat and called
it macaroni, the idea here is to mock
the American’s lack of sophistication.
Macaroni, at the time, was considered to an example of haute cuisine
emanating from continental Europe.
So Yankee Doodle (doodle means
“simpleton”) tries to emulate the urbane behaviour of the British by putting a feather in his cap and deluding
himself that it represents macaroni.
The term Yankee was used by
British commander James Wolfe in
a 1758 letter and in it he leaves no
doubt about his disdain for the colonials, some who were then serving
in the British forces: “The Americans

Vast Choice of Incontinence Products

Ask for Free Sample

Mon Petit Monde Inc.
Look for referral in www.smartshoppingmontreal.com
“Speciality Services”

Consultation and Discreet Home Delivery

514-955-0101

are.. the dirtiest most contemptible
cowardly dogs that you can conceive. They fall down in their own
dirt and desert by battalion, officers
and all. Such rascals… are rather an
encumbrance than any real strength
to an army.” Notwithstanding the
attempt of the Brits to mock, the
term Yankee during the American
Revolution was used by the American soldiers as a boast and Yankee
Doodle became the marching song
of the American Revolution.
Of all the American contributions
to the English language, none is as
ubiquitous as one that is often transmitted in only two letters —OK.
American journalist H.L-Mencken
described it in his 1919 tome The
American Language as “the most
shining and successful Americanism ever invented” and reported that
US troops deployed overseas during
WWII found it already in use by
Bedouins in the Sahara to the Japanese in the Pacific. Since then it has
spread to every corner of the world.
To understand the origin of “okay”
we have to go back to the penchant
for initialisms in America in the
1830s. Much like the Internet style

where phrases such as “in my opinion” and “on the other hand” become “imo” and “otoh” respectively,
in that era, phrases such as “give the
Devil his due” might be rendered as
GTDHD. But by the end of the decade the fad for initialisms faded and
the only ones used were OK and NG,
which could stand for “no go” or “no
good.” There also was the fashion of
deliberate misspellings in humorous
writing. Many American humorists
from the 1820s on adopted as public personae uneducated country
bumpkins who expressed their ideas
in rural dialects rendered obtuse by
deliberate misspellings. Hence “all
right’ was transformed to “O.W.” on
the basis of “oil wright”; “no use” was
sometimes rendered as “K.Y.,” “know
yuse.” In this context, OK was fashioned after “oyl korrect” by Charles
Gorden Greene, the editor of Boston
Morning Post on March 23, 1839. In
any case, by the middle of the 1840s
OK was firmly entrenched.
By the way, it is now OK to use OK
in Scrabble. Hope you had a joyous
143nd birthday America.
Richler’s latest book is Wordplay:
Arranged and Deranged Wit.
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Commentary

Secularism law takes us back to an exclusive ‘we’
So sad. First, let nobody try telling me that this
law has anything to do with secularism. A law
whose application will impact Quebecers in such
an asymmetric way is “secular” in name only.
This government has just given the signal that
minorities, and one in particular, can be attacked
– in the street, in institutions, in public debate –
while invoking the “secularism!” slogan. I was in
France, where Marine Le Pen and her Front National have well understood this toxic alchemy.
Furthermore, don’t try telling me that there is
any link whatsoever with Quebec languages laws.

We offer home personalized service

Protesters outside Premier Legault’s office, June 17

Photos: Irwin Block

Rabbi Mordechai Tober
John Machalani
3801 Jean-Talon West 514-344-1716

They are inclusive, in the sense that all Quebec
residents can without having to set aside who they
are learn our language and take part in making
it the common public language. A law that puts
some of our fellow citizens – and especially, let’s
just say it loud and clear, female citizens – where
they must make a heartbreaking choice – to work
or live according to her convictions – is of an
entirely different nature.
Moreover, this choice is not motivated by any
notion of the superior public good, other than
that of the ethnocultural majority that quite
simply does not feel like tolerating “the other” in
its various differences.
Law 101 establishes the conditions for a possibly inclusive “we.” This wicked law takes us back
to an exclusive “we” – a wakeup call to minorities
on where they stand.
As the son of Jewish parents from Eastern
Europe who fled state tribalism that had turned
the old continent into a mass
graveyard, I have never felt that
so little of me is Québécois.
— Daniel Weinstock
Daniel Weinstock has a
DPhil in Philosophy from
Oxford University, is the
James McGill professor in the
McGill Law Faculty, and Director of the McGill Institute
for Health and Social Policy.
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SUMMER Dining

Marie Kondo: socks, yes, but stay out of my kitchen!
I pride myself on critical judgement, on not becoming part of a
cause or party, or following the
crowd. I like to think that when I’m
engaged in something, that I have
given it great thought.
That is why I’m surprised that I
have become a Marie Kondo convert. Maybe it is because her particular approach to folding clothes
makes so much sense. Maybe it is
because her YouTube videos are
concise and to the point.
For whatever reason, I recently
tossed my socks, t-shirts, and sweaters into piles as she suggests. I got
rid of those that did not, as Kondo
instructs, “spark joy.” I refolded
what remained as she demonstrated
and, to my surprise, not only did I
have more space than before but
everything was neat and visible.
So I have become a Marie Kondo
evangelist, boring anyone who
comes over to the house as I pull
out drawers of neatly packed underwear. I imagine knocking on doors
in my neighbourhood and asking
folk if I can check how they store
their socks, offering links to KonMari.com to those I judge in need.
But I’m not going to Kondoize the
kitchen. Certainly she has good ideas
to get a kitchen in order. Her strategy
is consistent whether it is the clothes
cupboard or the vegetable drawer.
Dump everything into a pile. Then
get rid of stuff that does not spark joy.
(First thanking them for their service
and letting them go.) Finally put everything in order. In the refrigerator,
that means having bottles and containers visible with the highest ones
in the back. Her advice is to “keep

Portuguese style stew

Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
only those things that speak to the
heart.” But what about those things
that talk to the stomach?
I hear the yogurt saying “you planning on making borscht, don’t forget a dollop of me” or the six jars
of mustard at the back of the fridge
muttering “just wait until you grill
some hot dogs.”
My problem is that everything in
my fridge or cupboard brings me
joy. First I get those little pulses of
endorphins aka joy when I buy food.
I create more joy when I cook it. I
receive still more joy when I eat it.
How can I throw anything out?
Granted some of the foods could
be thanked and walk off the shelves
themselves. There is that lettuce that
has gone slimy or the hot sauce with
a glow of mold or the cheese that
wasn’t supposed to be blue — these
can be ditched.
But I relate differently to food
than I do to clothes. I’m not going
to turn socks into an overcoat but
I could see combining yesterday’s
take-out noodles with a jar of Thai
sauce that has been waiting patiently
at the back of the fridge to spark joy.
I can slice up a few veggies, maybe
add some defrosted chicken. Oh joy!
And also the potential for more joy!
That is the essence of cooking. Socks
are socks and I’ll accept guidance in
that department; but I’m not ready
for a kitchen Kondo.

We often have cans of chick peas
and tomato waiting to spark joy.
Here is a recipe for a Portuguese
style stew that uses both with some
vegetarian/pescatarian ideas for
substitutes.
Make a marinade of 3/4 cup white
wine, a 1/2 tablespoon smoked paprika, a teaspoon of salt and some
freshly ground pepper, a crushed
garlic clove and a bay leaf. Pour this
over a pound of lean veal cut into 1
inch cubes. Leave this covered for a
few hours at room temperature, or
longer in the refrigerator, turning
the meat occasionally.
When you are ready, remove the
meat from the marinade and discard
the bay leaf. (You could substitute
peeled and cubed eggplant or a
firm fish such as cod but then leave
either in the marinade for only a
half-hour.) Pat the meat/eggplant/
cod dry. Brown it in 2 tablespoons
of olive oil. Let it cook through. Remove it from the pan and set it aside.

Restaurant

Pour in the marinade and deglaze
the pan.
Reduce the marinade to about a
half cup. Pour it over the veal, eggplant, or fish.
Heat another tablespoon of oil
Add a finely chopped onion and
cook until it is soft. Add a minced
clove of garlic and a few strips of
pimentos (or cooked sweet red pepper). Cook another minute. Stir in a
can (about 15 oz.) of chopped tomatoes, a similarly sized one of drained
chick peas and the marinade.
Bring this to a boil and simmer it
uncovered until it thickens. Clams
are traditional to this stew. If you
use them, add a pound (about 20) of
small fresh clams. Increase the heat
slightly and cover until the clams
open — about 10 minutes (discard
any that remain closed). Now add
the meat, fish, or eggplant and cook
another minute. Stir in some freshly
squeezed lemon and have lemon
slices on the side. Top with a little
chopped parsley and serve.
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San Miguel de Allende, Mexico
Times and Places
Barbara Moser
You’ve probably heard about San Miguel de
Allende. Sounds romantic, right? And it is! We
had planned to spend four or so days soaking
up the culture of this much-loved destination
for gringos but ended up staying for eight days.
San Miguel has been a favourite for North
American expats for many years, a haven for
writers and artists. It was recommended by our
Winnipeg cousins, Chana and Michael, who
spend a month here in the winter, and by our
friend Lynn Moore, who worked with Irwin
at The Gazette, and for the first time, spent the
winter there this year.
You want romance? There’s romance on every
corner. Just take the narrow, cobblestone streets
framed on both sides by sepia, yellow-ochre,
and red low-rise buildings, many housing cafés
and shops. Enter into the courtyard of the larger
buildings and you will find lush gardens where
you can read, play chess, have a coffee, or even get
a private Spanish lesson.
San Miguel’s centro is defined by the Jardin,
pronounced “Hardine” in English — the Garden — a large plaza surrounded by shady trees
where you can relax and dally without the coffee

Downtown

on the many benches, making this city of 200,000
extremely livable.
Last we heard, 10,000 Americans and Canadians make this their year-round or winter home.
In a way, the fact that so many have chosen San
Miguel, makes it less touristy. Seniors, smiling,
healthy looking, usually eager to enter a conversation, or share an experience or tip, are everywhere
in SMA, and they contribute to the vibe.
It’s laid back and there’s lots of room for everyone to enjoy what the city has to offer — a myriad
of art and Spanish courses, galleries, concerts,
dance shows, walking tours, museums, and
temperatures that almost never fail to please.
We chose Casa Carly on Booking.com based
on Lynn’s recommendation and this charming,
spacious, welcoming place became our home, so
much so that we stayed another four days and are
looking forward to returning next winter.
Our open-concept studio had everything we
could have wished for: a small but well-equipped
kitchen where we could (and did) cook up fresh
food; a king-size bed in its own area with a closet
and a colourful chest; a small round dining
table; and a cozy sitting room with L-shaped
couch, where we could play chess, Scrabble, or
watch CNN on flat screen TV along with movie
channels and CBS. All this for $100Cdn a night.
The price for a one-month stay is $1800US for

Fabrica
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Downtown Cathedral

our apartment and for the smaller model, also
with kitchen without sitting room, $1500US.
And then there was the house cat, the “son” of
one of the owners. He visited daily and spent one
night on Irwin’s belly until he was shooed out
the door at 3am. The first day we arrived (from
Chapala), we attended a Duke Ellington tribute
concert at the small church with about 200
expats. We had never seen so many gringos outside Canada and the US… in one space. Dressed in
ethnic chic, we crowded into the intimate church
and enjoyed a two-hour concert with an excellent Cuban pianist; an equally good bass player,
who was also the MC, and an American senior
drummer/singer who at times accompanied the
American woman singer, ending in a duet of “It
don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that swing.”
On our second day, we visited Fabrica, an outdoor expanse of courtyards, galleries and two
cafés down the street from our casa on Aurora
St. There we met an impressive American artist,
James Harvey, in his gallery, with an interesting
story about how his unique expression of movement in art was affected by a concussion and a
hospital visit. He is world famous and now resides
in San Miguel.
There are many other galleries and shops at
Fabrica, some of which we visited, as well as a
small resto, near a duck pond and a playground for

Hair do-dads

L to R: Lynn Moore, Irwin Block, Barbara Moser, Anne Sutherland at Rosewood Hotel rooftop

children… and dogs. The resto is proud to announce it is dog-friendly. In fact, most of SMA is, as
we noticed in many courtyards and restaurants. On
our last night, we met a couple who had adopted a
street dog, which we heard is common here.
On Tuesday, Irwin, Lynn, Anne Sutherland, another friend from The Gazette, and I were driven
by Grace, who has lived here off and on for 20
years, to the Tuesday market, a sprawling array
of vendors of everything from cheese to nuts,
and clothing, and more food, several miles out of
town. We picked up a pound of shrimp, veggies,
avocados, and cat-fish, which we deveined (the
shrimp) for a feast of coconut shrimp, which we
prepared for our friends.
On the second last night, we attended a tango
concert, the likes of which we’d never seen, replete with lavish costumes, world class tango
moves, a singer, and a band of violins, electric
bass, accordion, and piano. It was hard not to be
moved and yell “Bravo” after every piece.
Across the street, we discovered a perfect bar
with a live band and recognized two players from
the jazz concert the first evening.
Two or three blocks from Casa Carly, in our
neighbourhood of Guadaloupe, is the popular Via
Organica, a must-stop destination for all things…
organic. We loved their restaurant, where we
ordered veg cutlets in tomato sauce and cheese

Fabrica

Who needs a shop?

stuffed peppers, both slightly spicy and both accompanied by fresh and tasty salads. We returned
here to buy no-sugar snacks, peanut butter and
coconut flour, along with organic eggs, so we
could make our special keto pancakes in our temporary home.
A highlight of our stay was watching the sunset with Lynn and Anne, from the rooftop of the
Rosewood Hotel, the priciest, most luxurious
hotel in San Miguel. The roof terrace is a bar/
restaurant and from all sides, one can view San
Miguel in all its glory, made even more dramatic
by the setting sun. It’s definitely worth a stop and
a drink, even at triple the price.
We dined at El Correo on Correo street near
the centre three times during our eight-day stay
because we loved the food and service. This cozy
place offers divine stuffed peppers (Chile Relleno),
and delicious soups to suit meat and veggie lovers.
It was surprising and touching to see star figure
skater Toller Cranston’s paintings displayed in
one of the larger restos, where we had afternoon
drinks with Lynn. He made San Miguel his last
home and is buried here.
As for markets, there are plenty, with upscale
and more local choices along the Ancha or St.
Antonio road. On the last day, we shopped at three
of them, picking up lovely togs for our grandkids
and running into friends we had met a couple of

Botanical Gardens

days before, Meryl and Jerry, from Minnesota.
We actually met them at the El Correo and got
into a conversation about knee replacements and
the like, Meryl having had one three years ago.
She was very encouraging about the possibilities
of a happier and more active lifestyle with knees
that actually work.
Indeed, my knees on this trip could have been
better. I always used my cane and was careful not
to overdo the walking. At the botanical gardens, I
was forced to give up after 10 minutes on the trail
and return to the café and gift shop, while Irwin,
Lynn and Anne continued to explore its variety of
cactuses. I ordered “green juice” – a powerhouse
of vitamins that includes kale, celery, lemon, swiss
chard, and ginger.
There’s much to return to in fabulous SMA and
return we shall. It’s not the easiest city to get to
but once you’re there, you won’t want to leave. So
we said goodbye to our leisurely Scrabble games
with Lynn and Anne, our house cat, our walks,
concerts, favourite food shops and restos, and the
perfect street, Aurora, where we could hail a taxi
downtown for $3.50US in a couple of minutes,
and our charming hosts at Casa Carly, and set
out on a luxury bus for Puebla, a bigger city that
promised even more culture and historic sites.
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